
PPHOTOHOTO S SNOWNOW G GLOBESLOBES    (Let it Snow...Let it Snow!)(Let it Snow...Let it Snow!)  
 

We take full color photos of your guests and place them in an actual Snow 
Globe for them to take home. 

TTHEHE A ALLLL A AMERICANMERICAN A AIRIR B BRUSHRUSH  (Let us give you the brush off!)(Let us give you the brush off!)  
  
Our artists will turn your shirt or almost any article of clothing into a 
work of art.  Along with your name, you can choose from a selection of 
designs and watch a masterpiece be created in minutes.  (4 hours up to 
40 pieces per artist, does not include T-shirts.) 

TTATTOOATTOO Y YOUOU P PROGRAMROGRAM    (Temporary Coolness!)(Temporary Coolness!)  
  

Pick from our parlor books, hundreds of designs to choose from.  These 
temporary tattoos will convince anyone they are the real thing.  All tat-
toos are done by hand and can be washed off at any time. 

SSNOWFLAKENOWFLAKE P PHOTOSHOTOS    (No two are the same!)(No two are the same!)  
  

We will take a photo of your guest and place it in a hanging snowflake 
decoration. 

AALMOSTLMOST F FAMOUSAMOUS M MAGAZINEAGAZINE C COVERSOVERS      
(Why delay the inevitable?)(Why delay the inevitable?)  

  
Everyone deserves to be almost famous.  Your guests chose a cus-
tomized cover and pose with appropriate props and in minutes see 
their faces splashed on the cover! 

KKEYEY C CHAINHAIN P PHOTOSHOTOS    (Let your picture open the door!)(Let your picture open the door!)  
  

Drive your friends and guests wild with this unique item.  With photo 
fronts and customized full-color backs, these will be the key to a 
great time. 

HHENNAENNA  OROR M MEHNDIEHNDI H HANDAND  ANDAND B BODYODY A ARTRT  
  

One of the world’s oldest forms of body art, Henna is a safe and ex-
citing form of body decorating.  Designs are often applied to the 
hands or feet and produce a reddish brown design that lasts from 1 
to 4 weeks. 

Interactive Fun 


